
 

The Pyaar Ka Punchnama 2 full movie 720p download is a Hindi comedy-drama film which is a sequel to the 2012 blockbuster The Pyaar Ka Punchnama. The film was released on October 22, 2015 and received an overwhelmingly positive response from both critics and viewers, with many calling it the best Bollywood comedy since Dhoom:3. The film also stars Raftaar with his signature Punjabi
style of singing. The movie was directed by Swapnil Joshi and produced by Bhushan Kumar and Krishan Kumar under the banners of T-Series and Red Chillies Entertainment respectively. "The Pyaar Ka Punchnama 2" is a sequel to the 2012 blockbuster The Pyaar Ka Punchnama, followed by the 2015 remake of the same name starring Alia Bhatt, Varun Dhawan and Ali Fazal in their debut roles in
Hindi cinema. This film marks Anil Kapoor's debut as a producer in a Hindi film, after being a part of several successful films under other directors' banner. The film was produced by Bhushan Kumar and Krishan Kumar under the banners of T-Series and Red Chillies Entertainment respectively. It was released on 22 October 2015. The film was distributed by T-Series (Hindi) Ltd. (Entertainment
Leisure). Songs for this film are composed by the music duo Shankar-Ehsaan-Loy with lyrics written by Javed Akhtar. Music of the characters is composed by Bobby Pande while the background score is composed by Satyam Kaul and Anup Rubens. The songs are labelled as Bollywood music for the film. The songs were well received by critics and people. The soundtrack which consist of 5 songs
was released on 22 October 2015, whereas the lyrics were released 1 day before that on 21 October 2015. The audio release function was held at JW Marriott Hotel in Mumbai. The Pyaar Ka Punchnama 2 full movie 720p download is a sequel to the 2012 blockbuster The Pyaar Ka Punchnama. In this film, Anil Kapoor returns after ten years with his character of Dheeraj Pathak reprising his role. He
was last seen in the 2005 blockbuster, Raja Hindustani. The lead actors include Karan Johar's son, Ranbir Kapoor and Bollywood actress Alia Bhatt; returning after their critically acclaimed performances inDhoom:3 (2014) and Student of the Year (2012).
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